
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FEIERTAG 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

SANKT MARTINSTAG /ST.MARTIN'S DAY 
It is practically the harbinger of the Ad
vent and Christmas ti.me - the 11th of 
November, on which Martin's Day is ob
served in honor of Saint Martin of Tours, 
who is praised in the songs of the children 
during their processions of lanterns. And 
they all center around one incident, about 
which legend has the following to report: 

When he was a Roman soldier, Saint 
Martin was riding through the country one 
cold winter day when he met a beggar, 
who asked him for an aim. But Martin had 
neither money nor food nor anything else 
with him that he could have gi:ven the poor 
man. Then he thought of the warm cloak 
he was wearing. He quickly took out his 
sword, cut up the cloak and gave one half 
to the shivering beggar. In the following 
night Jesus is supposed to have appeared 
in his dreams and spoke the words, "Mar
tinus, who has not yet been baptized, pro
tected me from the cold." Shortly after 
that- so the legend - Martin was baptized, 
and from that time on dedicated his life to 
God and the Church. In 372 A. D. (as is 
also recorded in the history books) he was 
elected bishop of Tours, at that time still 
part of Rome. When 100 years later the 
Franks came to Gaul, they elected Martin 
their national saint. Wherever the Franks 
expanded their empire after that, the 
reverance of the Saint went with them. 

The oldest traditional custom connected 
with Martin's Day is the Martin's bonfire, 
probably because November is also the 
beginning of the dreary and dark part of 
fall, which the light of the fire is to bright
en up a bit. Weeks before Martin's Day all 
sorts of combustible materials are col
lected for the big bonfire: wood, old bas
kets, cardboard boxes, branches and 
limbs, straw and meanwhile also auto tires 
because they burn especially well and 
long. All these materials are gathered or 
asked for in door-to-door collections. 
They are then transported out of the re
spective town or village to higher places, if 
possible - so that they can be seen from far 
away - and then set ablaze on the evening 
of Martin's Day. 

Far into our century these fires were 
more important than the torch and lantern 
processions, which had come into exis
tence only much later. Thus the first pro
cession of this kind, for example, took 
place in Bonn no earlier than 1920. The 
focal point of a lantern procession is a man 
on horseback dressed up like a Roman 

{der 11. November) 
soldier - SaintMartin. If possilile a white 
horse is chosen. Martin wears a suit of 
armor: scale armor, greaves, gold-colored 
helmet and - what's most important - a 
red cloak. Leading the procession are usu
ally the children of kindergarden age and 
the pre-schoolers with their cute ( often 
self-made) lanterns, followed by the older 
school kids, whose lanterns are often real 
pieces of art, made of cardboard and trans
parent colored paper showing different 
motifs like geese, fish, houses, suns and 
moons, etc., illuminated by a burning can
dle inside. The different grades can always 
be identified by the same motif on their 
lanterns. The rear is brought up by the 
·'common" people. 

The highlight of the activity is when 
Saint Martin virtually " reviews" the pro
cession. He takes up position on a larger 
square (often the market square) and has 
all the children walk past. They now sing 
especially beautifully, actively supported 
by the drums, flutes and fifes of the band - _ 
for the last time for the year. In some 
towns (so in Bonn and Diisseldoti) they 
even enact the cutting of the cloak now. 

After the procession, in many places the 
children receive their "Wecken", "Stuten" 
or "Weckmann", a big sweet bread or roll 
popular not only with the children. 

However, this is still not the end of 
Martin's Day. Now the kids split up into 
smaller groups and go from door to door 
where they sing a little song for the people 
according to the motto: "Here lives a rich 
man , who can afford to give", hoping to be 
rewarded with a little something. Such a 
"soliciting" song, whose words and melody 
differ from region to region, must be sung 
as loud as possible. The reward usually 
consists of sweets, cookies, fruit, nuts and 
- today more and more often - also 
money. 

The venerating of Saint Martin with its 
different customs has been kept up also in 
predominantly protestant areas. Especial
ly the children wanted to protect "their" 
feast and therefore sang the Martin's songs 
in honor of Martin Luther, who, as we all 
know, was born on November 11. In these 
regions, however, there are also songs 
which have no relation to the Saint, but 
refer more to the light: "Laterne, Laterne , 
Sonne, Mond und Sterne" (lantern, lan
tern , sun, moon and stars). 

Besides that Saint Martin is also consid
ered the patron of the wine and the gour
mets. After all on Martin's Day the new 
wine can be tasted for the first time. In the 
past this date also marked the beginning of 
the new business year and the last dues 
and rates to the authorities were paid in 
kind. 

The tradition of the Martin's goose was 
recorded for the first time in the Nether
lands in 1171. For one, this is the time 
when the first fat geese are slaughtered, 
secondly it can be tied into another Mar
tin's legend. Namely when Martin was to 
be elected bishop of Tours, being very 
modest, he hid in a barn. But the geese 
outside the bamdoor nattered so loudly 
that the pope's emissaries found him after 
all. 


